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English

This resource is endorsed
by Cambridge International
Examinations to provide support
for the reading strand of the
Cambridge Primary English
curriculum framework from 2018.

WHAT IS COLLINS BIG CAT?
Your pupils will love reading with COLLINS BIG CAT – the reading programme that is
supporting children to learn to read in thousands of schools. Discover fantastic fiction and
non-fiction created by the biggest authors and illustrators – with hundreds of books and
ebooks across a wide variety of genres, illustrative styles and engaging formats there
is something for every reader. Every book is unique – the wide range of exciting fiction
includes well-loved classics and traditional tales, poetry and plays, while the exciting
range of non-fiction encourages your pupils to explore topics from sport to science.

USE BIG CAT FOR GUIDED READING…
. Every Big Cat Book features a bespoke guided reading session plan in
the back of the book, written by a literacy expert.
. The level of detail and interest on each page gives plenty of material
for discussion, leading to a dynamic guided reading session.
. Plus, each Big Cat book contains a reader response page, giving the child
ways back into the text so you can assess comprehension.

HOW CAN COLLINS BIG CAT HELP YOU?
●

●

●

It is ideal for guided reading – each book is levelled to match the Institute of Education's Book Bands for
Guided Reading plus a bespoke guided reading session plan features in every book
It promotes cross-curricular learning with books that match the Programmes of Study for English, history,
science and geography in the national curriculum for England
It gets your pupils off to a secure start with
reading using 72 decodable phonic readers and
a unique phonics programme Song of Sounds
For more information and our
full Collins Big Cat International
Catalogue, please go to
www.collins.co.uk/intcatalogues
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ASSESSMENT IN COLLINS BIG CAT
Formative assessment opportunities are available in
every book – reader response pages and teacher notes
support you in encouraging children to infer, predict and
make links with other books thereby demonstrating
their depth of knowledge and understanding.

NEW

English

COLLINS BIG CAT COLLECTIONS

Collins Big Cat Inform is a NEW collection of all our Collins
Big Cat non-fiction books. With over 200 books Collins Big Cat
Inform will help you cover science, history, and geography.
Collins Big Cat Inform is great for crosscurricular work

Collins Big Cat Tales is the NEW home for
our Traditional Tales. This collection helps
your students learn about traditions and
culture around the world with traditional
stories, fairy tales, myths and legends from
across the continents.

Collins Big Cat Classics
introduces students to
famous stories, poems and
authors with retellings of
well-known classics.

A perfect introduction to Shakespeare, the
Collins Big Cat Shakespeare collection
helps build students’ knowledge of the
bard’s famous stories with retellings offering
simplified versions of the well-known plays.

Collins Big Cat Perform is the NEW
home for our large selection of poetry
and plays. With over 50 books the
collection helps inspire pupils to learn
poetry by heart featuring poets Michael
Rosen, Roger McGough and more.

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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English

Collins International
Primary English
Series Editor: Karen Morrison
Authors: Catherine Baker, Jan Gallow, Lois Lubbe, Fiona Macgregor,
Jennifer Martin, Daphne Paizee, Joyce Vallar

CP

Age
5–11

Inspire primary students worldwide with a wide range of stimulating
texts to build literacy and language skills.

This series is endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations to support the full curriculum framework
from 2018.

Collins International Primary English is a six-level, multi-component course for primary students worldwide,
which has been carefully developed to meet the needs of teachers and students internationally.
It is a self-contained, cohesive course which develops reading, writing, speaking and listening skills at primary level.
●

Deliver the requirements of the Cambridge Primary English curriculum framework with confidence

●

Follow a clearly structured progression through six levels

●

Support every child with clearly defined skills and different levels of ability within each unit

Student’s Books:
●

Inspire your students with a wide range of
stimulating texts to build literacy and language
skills

●

Cater for different interests with inspiring fiction and
non-fiction texts, including extracts from the highly
successful Collins Big Cat series

Workbooks:

6

●

Provide additional material for practice and
reinforcement

●

Exercises and activities are linked to each unit of
the corresponding Student’s Book, offering further
practice in the key skills

Teacher’s Books:
●

Save time with comprehensive, clear and easy-touse resources and step-by-step lesson plans

●

Benefit from suggestions for classroom activities

Online Resource:
The digital component, via our online interactive
platform Collins Connect, provides:
●

Additional resources for teachers, including warmup activities and printable worksheets

●

Audio and visual files of the reading texts

●

Interactive exercises to provide further practice and
reinforcement for students

English

Sounds and spelling

Reading and writing
1 Read the story Max Can Do It! again.

Look at the pictures and say what they show.
Write the pairs of words that rhyme.

•
•
•
•

Draw a picture of Max and a picture of Bee.
Write the name of each character under their picture.
Choose the correct words from the box to describe each character.
Write the words under their names.

big

quiet

kind

loud

small

slow

quick

2 Read the sentences about Bee from the story.

Writing

Bee likes crashing into trees.
Bee likes swingingg in tthe
he trees.
Bee is loud.

My
name is
Max Rex.

My
name is
Bee Rex.

3 Write three sentences
es about Max.
1 Write a list of names of six people in your class.

4 Complete and write the sentences that Max
M said.

2 Write a list of six cities or countries you know.

Bee had fun swinging in the trees.
Max said, “

Capital letters

Bee got stuck up a tall tree.
Bee said, “Help me, Max!”
Max said, “I

Remember to use capital letters at the beginning of names of people and places.
Ahmed
Fatima
Maria
Luis
Sara
Wendy
China
Singapore Egypt
Paris
Lagos
Rio de Janeiro
18

.” (pages 9 and 10)

Consonant-vowel-consonant words. Use capital letters for proper nouns.

16/12/2015 09:53

2 Write the answers to the following
questions in your notebook.

Volcanoes also erupt on planets in
outer space. Recently, the Voyager-2
spacecraft captured images of volcanoes
actually erupting on o, a moon of Jupiter.

b What is ‘the ring of re’?

a Watch out. The aliens have landed!

c What is the difference between lava
and magma?

b The images, captured by Voyager-2,
show that there are volcanoes
on Jupiter’s moon.
c I looked up. A ball of ames was rushing
towards me!

g Write down any two interesting facts
from this article on volcanoes.

b Why do you think the text on volcanoes
has been structured differently?

h Write two opinions about volcanoes.

d Which writing style do you prefer? Why?

2 Rewrite the following sentences.
Fill in the missing punctuation marks.

f If you could ask a volcanologist one
question, what would it be?

a How does the structure of this text differ
to the two other texts in this unit?

c How has the use of language changed
in the text on volcanoes? Why do you
think this has been done?

Sample pages from
Student’s Book 1

16/12/2015 09:53

1 Add dashes to the following sentences.

e How do volcanoes positively
affect people?

1 Skim the text again and work with a
partner to answer these questions.

6222_CIE_Primary_English_Stage1.indb 19

Grammar

a Where are volcanoes found?

d Why do you think some eruptions are
more violent than others?

Comprehension

19

Describe characters. Direct speech.

6222_CIE_Primary_English_Stage1.indb 18

Did you know?

.” (pages 3 and 4)

i

Why do volcanoes need to
be monitored?

j

Do you think volcanoes could cause
the end of life on Earth as we know it
today? Why?

a Have you ever seen an alien
b The astronaut on a mission to Mars was
doing experiments for NASA
c Space travel is exciting it is also dangerous

Reading and writing
1 A newspaper report has a specic structure. Study the diagram
below to help you understand the structure. Why do you think the
non-essential information is written at the end of a news article?
The main points of the article are identied briey and to
the point. Most of the ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘when’, ‘where’,
Essential information
‘how’ and ‘why’ questions are answered.
Build on the main points you have
covered by adding extra details. It
also helps to add a quote from an
eye witness, if possible.

Background information

If this information is
deleted from the
Non-essential information
report, it will
still make
sense.
12

Characteristics of non-fiction texts. Fact and opinion.

6264_CIE_Primary_Eng_PB6.indb 12

13

Grammar: dashes. Structure of news reports.

21/01/2016 12:26

6264_CIE_Primary_Eng_PB6.indb 13

Sample pages from
Student’s Book 6

21/01/2016 12:26

Student’s Book 1

978-0-00-814760-0

£7.99

Teacher’s Book 1

978-0-00-814762-4 £36.00

Student’s Book 2

978-0-00-814763-1

£7.99

Teacher’s Book 2

978-0-00-814765-5 £36.00

Student’s Book 3

978-0-00-814766-2

£7.99

Teacher’s Book 3

978-0-00-814768-6 £36.00

Student’s Book 4

978-0-00-814769-3

£7.99

Teacher’s Book 4

978-0-00-814771-6 £36.00

Student’s Book 5

978-0-00-814772-3

£7.99

Teacher’s Book 5

978-0-00-814774-7 £36.00

Student’s Book 6

978-0-00-814775-4

£7.99

Teacher’s Book 6

978-0-00-814777-8 £36.00

Workbook 1

978-0-00-814761-7

£3.99

Level 1 – 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-815569-8 £175.00 + VAT

Workbook 2

978-0-00-814764-8

£3.99

Level 2 – 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-815570-4 £175.00 + VAT

Workbook 3

978-0-00-814767-9

£3.99

Level 3 – 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-815571-1

Workbook 4

978-0-00-814770-9

£3.99

Level 4 – 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-815572-8 £175.00 + VAT

Workbook 5

978-0-00-814773-0

£3.99

Level 5 – 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-815573-5 £175.00 + VAT

Workbook 6

978-0-00-814776-1

£3.99

Level 6 – 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-815577-3 £175.00 + VAT

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk

£175.00 + VAT
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English

Treasure House
Everything you need for English,
under one roof.
Connect

Why choose

Treasure Ho
u

se

?
Treasure Hou
se is organise
d into the 5 sk
out in the nati
ills laid
onal curriculu
m for England
for each stran
. Resources
d can be purc
h
a
s
e
d
s
e
parately, whic
allows you to
h
mix and matc
h Treasure H
ouse
resources to p
erfectly suit y
our needs!

Treasure House is a comprehensive and
flexible bank of print and digital literacy resources providing
complete coverage of the 2014 Primary English Programme of Study.
● Boost all of the core language

skills embedded across the
new rigorous English
Programme of Study
including handwriting,
comprehension, composition,
spelling, plus vocabulary,
grammar and punctuation
● Explore immersive literature and encourage

reading for pleasure in the Reading Attic
with the most exciting children’s authors
● Benefit from extensive Treasure House teacher

support through Teacher’s Guides and Anthologies
in print and digital

8

Age
5-11
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Pupil Book 3

Covers all the objectives for spelling in the national curriculum for England
through activities suggested in discrete and flexible teaching sessions.
Reinforce each spelling rule with a huge, varied bank of practice questions and
help children to remember key spelling rules by investigating how they work.

Abigail Steel
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GRAMMAR UNIT 1

Co

Practice

Copy and complete these subjunctive sentences by choosing a suitable verb.
The first one has been done for you.

Anchor

We use the subjunctive form of verbs when we talk about what
someone imagines, wishes or hopes will happen. The subjunctive
can sound very formal, so we usually use it in formal writing
rather than in everyday speech.

1. I wish it_______ true.

I wish it were true.

2. My baby sister demands that I ________ with her.

3. It is important that we _________ our teeth daily.

4. Suppose he ________ feeling better, he might get up.

• The head teacher suggested that the boys stop
playing football.

bulary
an eff eas.ost d
n
iction d
ective
with f
ary
u
un an
Treasure House focuses on the applied
d pra se of
ctical
use of grammar, enabling pupils to
activit
ies.
understand and master the skills in

and Punctuation

5. The prince requests that you __________ the ball.

• I wish it were closer to the head teacher’s room.

Warm up

Copy out the three sentences which use the subjunctive correctly

Apply

1. Mum wishes that I kept my room tidy.

Copy and complete these sentences using the subjunctive

2. On Tuesdays I play netball.

1. Ravi proposed that…

3. Pippa suggested that we go to the cinema.

2. If I were to stay longer…

4. My naughty cat scratched the chair.

context. Boost dictionary skills and
enable an effective use of vocabulary
with fun and practical activities.

3. It is vital that…
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5. The teacher recommends that we write carefully.
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English

Handwriting
Teach children to write in a fluent, legible style of
handwriting starting with fine motor movements
at Foundation, moving through to pre-cursive and
then cursive writing. The practice sheets facilitate a
from early mark-making to fluent
yousmooth
r pupprogression
ils to
handwriting.
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Composition
Treasure House enables your
pupils to become competent
writers. Teaching sequences
provide pupils with the inspiration
and model for their writing and
support them in the generation
and
Sara
h Sn
asha
ll
organisation of ideas.

Pupil Book 6
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Anthologies
Treasure House Anthologies are packed with fully illustrated, extended
extracts from all text types specified in the national curriculum for
England from classic to contemporary fiction and non-fiction.
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English

Collins Primary Focus
Authors: Rachel Axten-Higgs, John Jackman, Wendy Wren,
Sarah Lindsay, Louis Fidge, Joyce Vallar, Carol Doncaster and Sue Peet
Collins Primary Focus offers a rigorous and enjoyable set of resources
that support children in developing key language and literacy skills. The
series covers Comprehension, Writing, Grammar and Punctuation, Spelling,
Vocabulary and Handwriting.
● Flexible, affordable, pick-up-and-teach resources that can be used to develop

core technical English skills alongside any reading programme
● Learning aims are clearly stated at the start of each unit, followed by a clear

explanation of the subject, and activities that allow children to practise, develop
and extend their understanding
● Three clear levels of differentiation throughout make it easy to provide the right

material to support the individual needs of each child
● Integrated assessment helps you to identify the learning needs of your pupils and

check progress easily

Also available as
photocopiable
teacher resources

Please see the order form at
www.collins.co.uk/intcatalogues
for the full list of titles available

Fascinating Facts

Age
5–11

Interesting, informative and fun, the Fascinating Facts series will amaze and entertain children, and
help them understand the world around them.

Science

978-0-00-816918-3 £6.99

Oceans

978-0-00-816924-4 £6.99

Amazing Places

978-0-00-816919-0 £6.99

Human Body

978-0-00-816925-1 £6.99

The World

978-0-00-816920-6 £6.99

Explorers

978-0-00-816926-8 £6.99

Weather

978-0-00-816921-3 £6.99

Earthquakes and Volcanoes 978-0-00-816927-5 £6.99

Solar System

978-0-00-816922-0 £6.99

Dinosaurs

978-0-00-816928-2 £6.99

Romans

978-0-00-816923-7 £6.99

Animals

978-0-00-816929-9 £6.99

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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English as a Second Language

Primary English as
a Second Language
Authors: Daphne Paizee, Jennifer Martin, Sandy Gibbs,
Kathryn Gibbs, Robert Kellas

NEW

CP

Age
5–11

Written with a range of international contexts in mind, this
highly flexible, 6-level course provides coverage of the
Cambridge Primary English as a Second Language curriculum
framework. Consisting of an appealing, magazine-style Student
Book, extensive Workbook and supportive Teacher’s Guide, the
course offers progression within and across levels.

Student’s Books:
●

Engage learners with the colourful and appealing Student’s
Books, audio materials and songs

●

Inspire thought and conversation with a range of carefully
selected fiction and non-fiction reading texts covering interesting
and enjoyable topics for the age group

●

Activate learners’ imagination and provide opportunities for
them to contribute their own knowledge and experiences to the
lessons, whatever their level of English, through the stimulating
texts and the appealing illustrations and
photographs

●

Help learners gain confidence by providing
challenges to think deeply and communicate
their ideas and opinions

Workbooks:
●

●

●

Provide additional activities and opportunities
for further practice related to the key topics
presented in the Student’s Books
Build confidence and understanding of key
vocabulary and language structures
Challenge learners to stretch themselves
by spending longer thinking about a topic and
investigating it further with the ‘Thinking
Deeper’ tasks

Teacher’s Books:
●

●

12

We are working with Cambridge
International Examinations
towards endorsement of these
forthcoming titles.

COLLINS INTERNATIONAL PRIMARY ENGLISH AS A
SECOND LANGUAGE STUDENT’S BOOKS
Student’s Book Stage 1 (Mar 17) 978-0-00-821358-9

£5.99

Student’s Book Stage 2 (Apr 17) 978-0-00-821361-9

£5.99

Student’s Book Stage 3 (Apr 17) 978-0-00-821364-0 £5.99
Student’s Book Stage 4 (May 17) 978-0-00-821367-1

£5.99

Student’s Book Stage 5 (May 17) 978-0-00-821370-1

£5.99

Student’s Book Stage 6 (May 17) 978-0-00-821373-2

£5.99

COLLINS INTERNATIONAL PRIMARY ENGLISH AS A
SECOND LANGUAGE TEACHER’S BOOKS
Teacher’s Book Stage 1 (Mar 17) 978-0-00-821360-2

£100.00

Teacher’s Book Stage 2 (Apr 17) 978-0-00-821363-3

£100.00

Teacher’s Book Stage 3 (Apr 17) 978-0-00-821366-4 £100.00
Teacher’s Book Stage 4 (May 17) 978-0-00-821369-5

£100.00

Teacher’s Book Stage 5 (May 17) 978-0-00-821372-5

£100.00

Teacher’s Book Stage 6 (May 17) 978-0-00-821375–6 £100.00
COLLINS INTERNATIONAL PRIMARY ENGLISH AS A
SECOND LANGUAGE WORKBOOKS

Benefit from a clear, but differentiated path
through the Student’s Books

Workbook Stage 1 (Mar 17)

978-0-00-821359-6 £7.99

Workbook Stage 2 (Apr 17)

978-0-00-821362-6

£7.99

Be ready to teach with comprehensive,
easy-to-use teacher and classroom resources,
including step-by-step lesson plans, and a
varied and extensive Activity Bank

Workbook Stage 3 (Apr 17)

978-0-00-821365-7

£7.99

Workbook Stage 4 (May 17)

978-0-00-821368-8 £7.99

Workbook Stage 5 (May 17)

978-0-00-821371-8

£7.99

Workbook Stage 6 (May 17)

978-0-00-821374-9

£7.99

Authors: Karen Jamieson, Niki Joseph, Hans Mol

Encourage a love of learning English through fun, engaging
activities and beautiful illustrations.

Activity Pack
The First English Words pack provides an inspirational preschool vocabulary acquisition programme.
Includes:

• First English Words: This beautifully illustrated

Age up
to 7

English as a Second Language

First English Words

award-winning picture dictionary is packed full of fun and
useful everyday vocabulary and comes with a CD with 36 songs

A book that will be read over and over again
ESU judging panel

• First English Words Activity Books 1 and 2: Contain simple but
engaging activities with pre-reading and pre-writing tasks

• First English Words Teacher’s Book: An essential guide including
audio CD for teachers using the First English Words picture
dictionary and Activity Books in their classroom

• 4 posters
• 35 A4 story cards
100
A5
flashcards
•
• Audio CD
First English Words Activity Pack

978-0-00-753658-0

£90.00

First English Words (picture dictionary with songs)

978-0-00-743157-1

£11.99

First English Words Activity Book 1

978-0-00-752313-9

£4.99

First English Words Activity Book 2

978-0-00-752312-2

£4.99

First English Words Teacher’s Book

978-0-00-753600-9

£30.00

Introducing English to Young Children
Author: Opal Dunn
Two practical and quick-to-read teacher guide books looking at how young children
begin to acquire English as a second language.

• Introduce lesson plans and a wide selection of activities
• Help teachers to plan, manage and assess lessons with young learners
• Contain meaningful projects, games and ideas on enjoying and making picture books
Spoken Language

978-0-00-752255-2 £15.99

Reading and Writing 978-0-00-752254-5 £15.99

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Dictionaries

Collins Primary Dictionaries
Collins First Dictionary

Age
4+

• Support the language and literacy skills of
children starting school

• Build understanding with simple

definitions and illustrations on every page

Collins Junior
Illustrated Dictionary

Age
6+

• Boost vocabulary with full

sentence definitions and colourful
illustrations and photographs

• Introduce key dictionary features

such as noun, verb, adjective or
adverb, as well as plurals and past
tenses

Collins Junior
Illustrated Thesaurus

Age
6+

• Build confidence and writing skills

with full definitions for every entry

• Antonyms and picture pages help to
improve vocabulary even further

Collins Primary Illustrated
Dictionary, second edition

• Full sentence definitions and examples

teach pupils how to use words correctly

• The Word Wizard thematic pages help
children with spelling and writing

14

Age
8+

Dictionaries

Collins Primary
Thesaurus,
second edition

Age
7+

• Full definitions for every entry and

sample sentences for each synonym to
help improve your pupils’ vocabulary

• Words to use in all types of writing,

from fiction to non-fiction, plus advice
on writing styles

Age

Collins Very First 8+
French Dictionary
and Collins Very First
Spanish Dictionary

• Introduces children to their

first 500 French/Spanish words
with colourful illustrations and
example sentences

• Curriculum-matched support
for young learners of modern
languages

Collins Primary Illustrated French Dictionary and
Collins Primary Illustrated Spanish Dictionary

Age
8+

• Nurture young learners with an ideal stepping stone from an illustrated to
an adult dictionary

• Themed pages, fun

illustrations and
simple examples help
children to remember
words and translations

Collins First Dictionary

978-0-00-757872-6 £8.99

Collins Primary Thesaurus

978-0-00-757876-4 £9.99

Collins Junior Illustrated Dictionary
978-0-00-755305-1 £10.99

Collins Very First French Dictionary
978-0-00-758354-6 £5.99

Collins Junior Illustrated Thesaurus
978-0-00-757873-3 £9.99

Collins Primary Illustrated French Dictionary
978-0-00-757874-0 £8.99

Collins Primary Illustrated Dictionary PB
978-0-00-757875–7 £10.99

Collins Very First Spanish Dictionary
978-0-00-758355-3 £5.99

Collins Primary Illustrated Dictionary HB
978-0-00-812690-2 £11.99

Collins Primary Illustrated Spanish Dictionary
978-0-00-811196-0 £8.99

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Maths

Collins International
Primary Maths
Series Editor: Peter Clarke
Authors: Caroline Clissold, Paul Hodge, Lisa Jarmin,
Ngaire Orsborn, Paul Wrangles

NEW

CP

Age
5–11

Inspire primary students worldwide with a problem-solving approach
anchoring mathematics in a real-life international context.
This series is endorsed by
Cambridge International
Examinations to support the full
curriculum framework from 2011.

Collins International Primary Maths offers full coverage of the Cambridge Primary Mathematics curriculum
framework with a problem-solving and discovery approach to the learning of mathematics.
● Deliver the requirements of the Cambridge Primary Mathematics curriculum framework with confidence
● Follow a clearly structured progression through six levels
● Support every child with clearly defined skills and different levels of ability within each unit

Student’s Books:

Workbooks:

● Motivate your students with a problem-solving and

● Three levels of challenge on each workbook page to

discovery approach to the learning of mathematics

practise and consolidate newly acquired knowledge,
skills and understanding of the mathematics learnt

● Inspire with the real-life international contexts –

each lesson is based on a ‘big idea’, providing an
engaging, exciting theme
● Offer students plenty of opportunities to apply

their knowledge with activities, exercises and
investigations

Teacher’s Guides:
● Provide the rigour of a full teaching scope and

sequence for each stage with flexibility of delivery
● Lesson plans follow a highly effective and proven

lesson structure with a ‘big idea’ at the centre
● Contain a bank of practical hands-on learning

activities

16

Online Resource:

The DVDs contain:

The digital component, via our online interactive platform
Collins Connect, provides:

● All components of the Teacher’s Guides in

editable word documents and PDFs

Maths

DVDs:

● All teaching resources included on the DVDs, plus

● Slideshows and images to support lessons

● Planning and teaching functionality via the adaptable

planning tool and weekly planning grids

● 32 interactive whiteboard mathematical tools

● Record keeping and reporting functionality

● Full audio glossary

● 16 games to aid mathematical fluency

Unit

7

Lesson 7: Adding single- and
2-digit numbers (1)

Key words

Number

• Find the missing number in a
subtraction

7

Key words

• Add single- and 2-digit numbers

• subtract
• take away
• count on

Discover
How many bulbs did the robot break?

Unit

• add
• plus
• more

Discover
It is easier to add these groups of people
if yyou start with the larger
g number.

Number

Lesson 6: Missing number
calculations: subtraction

Learn
Start with the 2-digit number, then count on.
24 + 4 =
24… 25,
26, 27, 28
Learn

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

5–4=1

–4=1

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

Add 4 and 1 to nd the missing number.

5–

1

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

=3

5–2=3

24 + 4 = 28

Count back from 5 until you reach 3.

53

52

Sample pages from Student’s Book 1
6315_CIPM_SB_Stage_1_BOOK.indb 52

17/06/2016 18:38

6315_CIPM_SB_Stage_1_BOOK.indb 53

17/06/2016 18:38

Student’s Book 1

978-0-00-815979-5

£7.99

Workbook 4

978-0-00-815995-5 £3.99

Student’s Book 2

978-0-00-815984-9 £7.99

Workbook 5

978-0-00-816000-5 £3.99

Student’s Book 3

978-0-00-815989-4 £7.99

Workbook 6

978-0-00-816005-0 £3.99

Student’s Book 4

978-0-00-815994-8 £7.99

DVD 1

978-0-00-815981-8 £175 + VAT

Student’s Book 5

978-0-00-815999-3 £7.99

DVD 2

978-0-00-815986-3 £175 + VAT

Student’s Book 6

978-0-00-816004-3 £7.99

DVD 3

978-0-00-815991-7 £175 + VAT

Teacher’s Guide 1

978-0-00-815978-8

£36.00

DVD 4

978-0-00-815996-2 £175 + VAT

Teacher’s Guide 2

978-0-00-815983-2

£36.00

DVD 5

978-0-00-816001-2 £175 + VAT

Teacher’s Guide 3

978-0-00-815988-7

£36.00

DVD 6

978-0-00-816006-7 £175 + VAT

Teacher’s Guide 4 978-0-00-815993-1

£36.00

Level 1 - 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-815982-5 £200 + VAT

Teacher’s Guide 5

978-0-00-815998-6 £36.00

Level 2 - 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-815987-0 £200 + VAT

Teacher’s Guide 6

978-0-00-816003-6 £36.00

Level 3 - 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-815992-4 £200 + VAT

Workbook 1

978-0-00-815980-1

£3.99

Level 4 - 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-815997-9 £200 + VAT

Workbook 2

978-0-00-815985-6 £3.99

Level 5 - 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-816002-9 £200 + VAT

Workbook 3

978-0-00-815990-0 £3.99

Level 6 - 1 year Collins Connect licence 978-0-00-816007-4 £200 + VAT

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Busy Ant Maths
Series Editor: Peter Clarke
Authors: Rachel Axten-Higgs, Caroline Clissold, Linda
Glithro, Elizabeth Jurgensen, Nicola Morgan, Cherri
Moseley, Jeanette Mumford, Jo Power, Janet Rees,
Sandra Roberts and Louise Wallace

The exciting whole-school primary maths
programme that ensures conceptual understanding and
mathematical fluency from the start of Reception to the
end of Year 6. Busy Ant Maths is fully
Connect
adaptable to suit the needs of your class.

Busy Ant Maths...

KS1

KS2

AS

Age
4-11

SUPPORTS A
‘MASTERY’ APPROACH
TO THE TEACHING OF
MATHEMATICS

● Helps children gain confidence and
Provides a cohesive programme of study –
ensuring progression and mastery while supporting understanding early on – packed
with slideshows, games and interactive
you in delivering curriculum objectives
tools so they enjoy maths too!
● Has assessment at the heart and start –
● Has been written by teachers for teachers
embedding best practice across the school
– with over 50 years in the classroom between
● Provides full digital support – with an adaptable
them, our author team really know what works
online Planning Tool and Record Keeping Tool
●

Peter Clarke, series editor
Peter is a highly respected mathematics consultant and lecturer
working throughout the UK and abroad. A former maths subject leader,
deputy headteacher and LEA advisor, he has extensive experience in
teaching and writing for primary mathematics education.

WRITTEN BY
TEACHERS
FOR TEACHER
S

RUCTURED?
S STASPP
T MATH
SY ANKS1
KS2
HOW IS BUEY

For more information on components and pricing, please see the order form at www.collins.co.uk/intcatalogues.
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Unit 1, Week 3, Lesson 2

Naming 3-D shapes

Making models of 3-D shapes

Recognise and name 3-D shapes lying in any position

Make models of 3-D shapes using
straws and 2-D shapes

Challenge

Match each picture to its 3-D shape. Copy and complete the table.

1

1

2

6

7

sphere
Challenge

2

3

4

8

cuboid

5

9

cylinder

Picture
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10

cube

Challenge

1

cube

Challenge

2

cone

2 Use the clues to name the
three shapes below.

Challenge

3

Shape B
• 6 rectangular faces
• 2 triangular faces
• 9 edges

Shape C
• ﬂat circular face
• curved sides that come to a point

Challenge

3

You will need:

Make skeletal models of these 3-D shapes with
straws and sticky putty. Name each shape you make.

• 8 long straws
• 10 short straws
• sticky putty

Long
straws

Short
straws

Sticky
putty blobs

cube

12

0

8

a

8

4

8

b

3

6

6

c

3

3

4

d

5

10

10

e

4

4

5

a explore the different 3-D shapes you can make

a

cube

b

hexagonal prism

c

square-based pyramid

d

cylinder

Example
cube

12 long straws,
8 blobs of sticky putty

Work with a partner.
Using interlocking triangles and squares only:

Write three clues to help identify each shape.

• interlocking triangles
• interlocking squares
• interlocking rectangles
• interlocking hexagons

Work with a partner.

3-D
shape

1 Name the six 3-D shapes that
are lying in the sand.

Shape A
• 6 rectangular faces
• 8 vertices
• 12 edges

You will need:

Work with a partner.
Make models of these 3-D shapes with
the interlocking 2-D shapes.

3-D shape

Maths

Unit 1, Week 3, Lesson 1

b find a way to make a hexagonal prism.

You will need:
• interlocking triangles
• interlocking squares

12

13

Sample pages from Pupil Book 3A

Stretch and Challenge

NEW

Challenge your more able pupils with resources for each year
designed to broaden and deepen their mathematical understanding.
Busy Ant Maths Stretch and Challenge resources will support you in
delivering structured guidance and support for gifted children who are
exceeding age-related expectations in mathematics.
Each Stretch and Challenge resource contains:
●

An introduction and matching charts

●

36 sets of pupil activities – one per week, consisting of between 5
and 8 different activities, all related to the same mathematical topic

●

36 sets of teaching notes, to correspond to the activities

●

Resource sheets, records of completion, self-assessment and
notes – all photocopiable

Test Packs

Also available as Download
Connect
Edition on

NEW

These photocopiable packs, one for each
year, each contain a practice test that
will support you in making a decision as
to whether or not an individual child has
achieved mastery of the programme of study
for each year group.

th your class for FREE.
wi
s
th
Ma
t
An
sy
Bu
y
tr
n
ca
You
aths to sign up today!
m
nt
ya
us
/b
uk
o.
s.c
llin
co
w.
Visit ww
www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Maths

Busy Ant Maths Euro Edition NEW
Busy Ant Maths Activity Books, Pupil Books and Teacher Guide Packs are now
available in an edition specifically designed for European users. This edition includes
metric measurements and the currency used throughout is €.
Unit 8, Week 2, Lesson 1

Date:
Da

Fraction measures
Find

1
4

and

1
2

Unit SSM17

Pocket money purses

off a length or height

Measurement

Date:

I can solve moneyy pproblems

You will need:

• coloured pencils

is the
same as
c
boy 1

100 cm

dog 1

1

50 cm

dog 2

cat 2

25 cm

1
4

1
4

boy 2
boy

1
4

60 cm

cat

Capacity

1 km = 1000 m = 100 000 cm
0.1 km = 100 m = 10 000 cm = 100 000 mm
0.01 km = 10 m = 1000 cm = 10 000 mm
1 m = 100 cm = 1000 mm
0.1 m = 10 cm = 100 mm
0.01 m = 1 cm = 10 mm
1 cm = 10 mm
0.1 cm = 1 mm

1 litre = 1000 ml
0.1 l = 100 ml
0.01 l = 10 ml
1 cl = 10 ml

Time
1 millenium
1 century
1 decade
1 year

Metric units and imperial units – Length

is the
same as

40 cm

1 km ≈ 5 miles (8 km ≈ 5 miles)
8
1 inch ≈ 2.5 cm

1 week
1 day
1 minute

Perimeter and area

1

1

dog

cat 1

Length

c

P = perimeter A = area
l = length
b = breadth

is the
same as

Perimeter of a rectangle

Perimeter of a square

P = 2(l × b)

P=4×l

24-hour time
XI

Area of a rectangle

X 22

A=l×b

girl 1

80 cm

1

girl 2
1

girl 4

snake 1

100 cm

mouse 1

1

mouse 2

1

mouse 4

snake 4

20 cm

AB 2B Units 5-8 19.5.14 new.indd 46

)

13

1 kg = 1000 g
0.01 kg = 10 g

14 II

15 III
16

2-D shapes

circle

c

Children work out half and a quarter of each length or height and write it in the table, including
the units of measurement.

Sample page from Pupil Book 2B

24

VIII 19
IIII
18 17
VII VI V

is the
ssame as

1

Teacher’s notes

46

XII

Properties of shape

c

1

snake 2

20

1 t = 1000 kg
0.1 kg = 100 g

is the
same as

23

IX 21

Mass

c

= 1000 years
= 100 years
= 10 years
= 12 months
= 365 days
= 366 days (leap year)
= 7 days
= 24 hours
= 60 seconds

semi-circle

right-angled
triangle

equilateral
triangle

isosceles
triangle

scalene
triangle

square

103

Teacher’s notes
22/06/2015 12:36

Look at the coins in each purse. Colour the 1c coins next to each purse to show the same amount.
Write this amount below the child to show how much pocket money each child has.

Sample page from Foundation Activity Book
24649_p000_p032 Euro.indd 29

68338_P100_104 new.indd 103

29

15/07/2015 10:47

Sample page from Pupil Book 5A

04/12/2015 10:35

BUSY ANT MATHS EURO EDITION ACTIVITY BOOKS AND PUPIL BOOKS
Activity Book Foundation

978-0-00-817319-7

£3.00

Activity Book 1A

978-0-00-815733-3

£3.00

Activity Book 1B

978-0-00-815734-0

£3.00

Activity Book 1C

978-0-00-815735-7

£3.00

Activity Book 2A

978-0-00-815737-1

£3.00

Activity Book 2B

978-0-00-815739-5

£3.00

Activity Book 2C

978-0-00-815740-1

£3.00

Pupil Book 3A

978-0-00-815742-5

£7.00

Pupil Book 3B

978-0-00-815743-2

£7.00

Pupil Book 3C

978-0-00-815744-9

£7.00

Pupil Book 4A

978-0-00-815746-3

£7.00

Pupil Book 4B

978-0-00-815747-0

£7.00

Pupil Book 4C

978-0-00-815748-7

£7.00

Pupil Book 5A

978-0-00-815750-0

£8.00

Pupil Book 5B

978-0-00-815751-7

£8.00

Pupil Book 5C

978-0-00-815752-4

£8.00

Pupil Book 6A

978-0-00-815754-8

£8.00

Pupil Book 6B

978-0-00-815755-5

£8.00

Pupil Book 6C

978-0-00-815756-2

£8.00

BUSY ANT MATHS EURO EDITION TEACHER’S GUIDE

20

rectangle

NEW Foundation Teacher’s Guide Euro Pack

978-0-00-817320-3

£10.00

Year 1 Teacher’s Guide Euro Pack

978-0-00-815736-4

£10.00

Year 2 Teacher’s Guide Euro Pack

978-0-00-815741-8

£10.00

Year 3 Teacher’s Guide Euro Pack

978-0-00-815745-6

£10.00

Year 4 Teacher’s Guide Euro Pack

978-0-00-815749-4

£10.00

Year 5 Teacher’s Guide Euro Pack

978-0-00-815753-1

£10.00

Year 6 Teacher’s Guide Euro Pack

978-0-00-815757–9

£10.00

Age
7-10

Maths

English for Mathematics

NEW

Series editor: Mary Wood
Authors: Karen Greenway, Linda Glithro and Emma Low
A course for children who learn mathematics in English, focusing
on specific vocabulary and the language needed in mathematics
classes.

• Units are organized by mathematical topic and concepts
appropriate to the age group

• Key language relating to the mathematical concept of
each unit is highlighted

• Cartoons, diagrams and charts help children understand
mathematical words, and exercises enable them to
practice the language as they go along

• Ideas at the end of each unit provide teachers or
parents with ways to present the concepts and
vocabulary

English For Mathematics: Book A

978-0-00-813570-6 £5.99

English For Mathematics: Book B

978-0-00-813571-3

English For Mathematics: Book C

978-0-00-813572-0 £5.99

Unit 16

£5.99

Perimeter and area

Perimeter and area

Practise it!
1. Measure the sides of the rectangle.
length
width

Read it!
Key words: perimeter, length, width, area, centimetre squared
Perimeter is the distance all the way around a shape.
2 cm
Area is the amount of surface covered in a shape.
The perimeter of a rectangle is double
the (length + width)
The perimeter of the rectangle is 2 × (2 + 3) = 10 cm

What is the perimeter of the rectangle?
2. A shape is drawn on a centimetre grid
Find the area by counting the squares.
3 cm

To find the area of a shape, count the number
of centimetre squares that it covers.
The area of the rectangle is 6 cm2 because it covers 6 centimetres squared.

Language focus!
perimeter
distance
area
surface

centimetre (cm)
metre (m)

To remember area and
perimeter, think of a
rectangular table top. The
perimeter is the length around
the edge of the table. The area
is the surface of the table.

Area =
3. Shape A and shape B have the same area.
A

B

centimetre squared (cm2)
metre squared (m2)
Complete the table
Area

Perimeter

A

Think about it!
1. Here is a square on a centimetre grid.
(a) Find the perimeter of the shape
cm
(b) Find the area of the shape
cm2
2. A rug is 3 metres long and 1 metre wide.
What is the perimeter of the rug?
m

B

Teachers and parents note
Students often confuse area and perimeter. Move your finger around the outside of the shape
when you talk about perimeter. Use your whole hand to move across the surface when you talk
about area. Encourage the students to use the correct units when saying or writing answers.

3

4

Sample pages from ‘English for Mathematics’ Book B

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Fluency in Number Facts

Age
5-11

Author: Peter Clarke

Easy steps to maths confidence
Fluency in Number Facts is packed with exciting games and activities to
improve children’s recall of number facts and mental maths skills. These
activities help to develop children’s conceptual understanding and their ability
to recall and apply knowledge accurately.
● Improve children’s recall of number facts and embed mental maths skills

with paired and whole-class activities as well as quick mental maths tests
● Assess children’s progress with mental maths tests, including audio

support, and self-assessment opportunities
● Cultivate skills with games and activities that can be used within the maths

lesson or throughout the day for practise and consolidation

978-0-00-753129-5

£75.00

Facts and Games Y1/Y2

978-0-00-753130-1

£5.50

Facts and Games Y3/Y4

978-0-00-753131-8

£5.50

Facts and Games Y5/Y6

978-0-00-753132-5

£5.50

eG

ames

a da b
l

Teacher’s Guide Y5/Y6

Teacher’s Guide

nlo

£75.00

s Dow

Years 1 & 2

Collins Mental Maths
Support the development of key mathematical skills
with six one-a-week mental maths test books.
● A fun way to test maths understanding
● ‘How well did I do?’ charts help children track their progress
● Notes provide support for parents

22

Collins Mental Maths 5–6

978-0-00-745789-2 £3.99

Collins Mental Maths 6–7

978-0-00-745790-8 £3.99

Collins Mental Maths 7-8

978-0-00-745791-5 £3.99

Collins Mental Maths 8-9

978-0-00-745792-2 £3.99

Collins Mental Maths 9-10

978-0-00-745793-9 £3.99

Collins Mental Maths 10-11

978-0-00-745794-6 £3.99

tie

£75.00

978-0-00-753128-8

d Activi

978-0-00-753127-1

an

Teacher’s Guide Y1/Y2
Teacher’s Guide Y3/Y4

Fluency in
Number Facts

Peter Clarke

Age
5-11

Maths

The Shanghai
Maths Project

Age
5-16

For the English National Curriculum

Based on maths teaching in Shanghai and
developed in partnership with East China Normal
University Press, this series of workbooks
provides maths practice for 5–16 year olds.
Maths teaching in Shanghai is built around the following principles:

• A reinforcement from teachers that everyone can achieve high

standards in maths, leading to pupil engagement and excitement
about maths

• A methodical curriculum design that helps pupils to
progress at the same pace

• A step-by-step teaching approach that builds

procedural fluency and understanding of underlying
mathematical concepts in tandem

• Immediate feedback where misconceptions are

addressed as they occur. Pupils get help and support
directly as they work through each lesson

actice Book

1

The Shanghai Maths Project workbooks:

• Provide full coverage of English National Curriculum
objectives for maths

• Have 8–10 chapters made up of exercises
• Include end of unit tests and an end of year test
12/05/2015 11:17

Find out more at www.collins.co.uk/shanghaimaths
To order sample material contact collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk

www.collins.co.uk/shanghaimaths
www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Science

Collins International
Primary Science
Authors: Karen Morrison, Fiona MacGregor, Daphne Paizee,
Phillipa Skillicorn, Tracey Baxter, Sunetra Berry, Pat Dower,
Helen Harden, Pauline Hannigan, Anita Loughrey, Emily Miller,
Jonathan Mille, Anne Pilling and Pete Robinson

CP

Age
5–11

Motivate pupils aged 5–11 with a student-centred course that develops
scientific enquiry skills.
This series is endorsed by
Cambridge International
Examinations to support the full
curriculum framework from 2011.

Collins International Primary Science provides a progressive and student-centred scheme for
primary pupils worldwide. Inspiring visuals and activity-based investigative tasks stimulate children’s
interest and promote independent learning.
●

Deliver the requirements of the Cambridge Primary Science curriculum framework with
confidence and ease

●

Motivate your students with stunning visuals in the photograph-rich, full-colour Student’s Books
and the visuals on the DVDs

●

Help every child to progress with activities designed to develop their scientific enquiry skills

Student’s Books:

24

Workbooks:

●

Subject-specific language introduced in key
words sections throughout

●

Help students record observations,
investigation results and key learning

●

Differentiated activities for practical
investigations help you support every child

●

Guide students to record work with structured
write-in spaces

●

Discussion points for each lesson help check
comprehension

●

Provide an opportunity to give students written
feedback

DVDs:

●

Provide comprehensive lesson planning
support

●

Include information on scientific
background

The DVDs are fully integrated with the course
materials and provide stimulating electronic resources
to support learning and assessment, including:

●

Help support mixed abilities

●

Contain copymasters for the accompanying
Student’s Book

●

Slideshows

●

Video clips

●

Additional photographs

●

Interactive classroom activities
Topic

Key words

3.5 Heating materials

• heated
• melt

3

Science

Teacher’s Guides:

Material changes

Some materials get softer or melt when they are heated.

When materials are heated they become hot.
Some materials change when they are heated.
Clay pots and bricks get hard when they are heated.
1 Why do we need to heat clay pots and bricks
before we can use them?

4 Name two other materials that get soft or melt when
they are heated.

Activities
1 Investigate what
happens to a slice
of bread when
you heat it in a
toaster or over
a candle ame.

Bread dough gets bigger when it is left in a warm place.
When the dough is heated in an oven, it changes into
bread and gets a hard crust.
2 Describe the dough in each picture. Say what has
happened to make it change.
3 What will happen to the bread in picture D if the
oven is too hot?
A

B

C

2 Compare a slice of bread with
a slice of toast. How are they
similar? How are they different?

3 Does the type of bread affect
how long it takes to toast?
Design an experiment to
answer this question.

I have learned

D

●
●
●

Some materials change when they are heated.
Materials may get harder or softer when they are heated.
Some materials melt when they are heated.
49

48

86134_Book.indb 48

23/06/2014 10:19

Sample pages from Student’s Book 2

86134_Book.indb 49

23/06/2014 10:19

Student’s Book 1

978-0-00-758609-7

£7.99

DVD 1

978-0-00-758612-7

£65.00 + VAT

Student’s Book 2

978-0-00-758613-4

£7.99

DVD 2

978-0-00-758615-8

£65.00 + VAT

Student’s Book 3

978-0-00-758616-5

£7.99

DVD 3

978-0-00-758619-6

£65.00 + VAT

Student’s Book 4

978-0-00-758620-2

£7.99

DVD 4

978-0-00-758622-6

£65.00 + VAT

Student’s Book 5

978-0-00-758623-3

£7.99

DVD 5

978-0-00-758626-4

£65.00 + VAT

Student’s Book 6

978-0-00-758627-1

£7.99

DVD 6

978-0-00-758630-1

£65.00 + VAT

Workbook 1

978-0-00-755148-4

£3.99

Teacher’s Guide 1

978-0-00-758610-3

£36.00

Workbook 2

978-0-00-758611-0

£3.99

Teacher’s Guide 2

978-0-00-758614-1

£36.00

Workbook 3

978-0-00-758618-9

£3.99

Teacher’s Guide 3

978-0-00-758617-2

£36.00

Workbook 4

978-0-00-758864-0

£3.99

Teacher’s Guide 4

978-0-00-758621-9

£36.00

Workbook 5

978-0-00-758625-7

£3.99

Teacher’s Guide 5

978-0-00-758624-0

£36.00

Workbook 6

978-0-00-758629-5

£3.99

Teacher’s Guide 6

978-0-00-758628-8

£36.00

More information and a full sample unit available at
www.collins.co.uk/internationalprimaryscience
www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Science
GET YOUR TEETH INTO IT!

Snap Science
Series Editor: Jane Turner

AS

Age
5-11

Written specifically for the 2014 National Curriculum for England,
Snap Science is a dynamic comprehensive programme designed to
help you deliver outstanding science throughout your school.
Snap Science is a whole school resource delivered through a print Teaching Framework for each year
and an online teaching and assessment toolkit available on the Collins Connect platform.
●

Cultivate a spirit of enquiry – with interactive exploration and investigation activities

●

Assess clear progression within the ‘big ideas in science’ – clearly visible in each topic and module

●

Effective assessment – measure attainment and progress with the online Record-Keeping Tool

●

Simple science solutions – supports you in delivering engaging lessons and extending your
subject knowledge

●

Help every child achieve – with three levels of differentiated challenge

●

Written by a team of curriculum experts

Teeming with enquiry based, hands-on activities, as well as videos,
images and more – Snap Science brings every lesson to life!
Effective Assessment
Built-in formative assessment throughout supports teachers
in tracking progress, recording judgements and providing evidence of learning.

SNAP SCIENCE ASSESSMENT YEARS 1–6 provides short, fun
NEW
Snapshot assessment activities for download that a teacher or other adult
can use with a child or small group of children to check understanding of
National Curriculum Programme of Study for Science concept statements.

To find out more visit www.collins.co.uk/snapscience
For more information on components and pricing, please see
the order form at www.collins.co.uk/intcatalogues
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Geography

Collins Primary
Geography
Authors: Stephen Scoffham and Colin Bridge

Age
5–11

Collins Primary Geography provides a progressive, skills based scheme for
primary school pupils. Detailed case studies, as well as an extensive range of
evidence, are used to stimulate children’s interest and develop investigative skills.

• F ocus on Locational Knowledge – there’s emphasis on up-to-date case studies, a range of maps and atlases
on local enquiry – Teacher Books provide advice and tips on how to incorporate local area study into
• Focus
your lesson plans
on extended writing to tie in with literacy – investigation points for each lesson offer varied
• Emphasis
writing exercises to improve literacy skills with both descriptive and comparative exercises
Pupil Books:

 ngage pupils’ interest in the world around
• Ethem
and encourage investigative skills with an
extensive range of photographs, maps, satellite
images, charts and diagrams

evelop your pupils’ geography vocabulary with
• Dsubject
specific language introduced throughout

Teacher’s Books:
Each accompanying Teacher Guide supports the
Pupil Book with:
support for each lesson with clear
• Planning
links on how to develop pupils’ map and
investigative skills

on progression, differentiation and assessment
• Advice
within the scheme
• Extension activity copymasters for every unit included

Interactive Resources DVD:
Accompanying DVDs provide excellent support material
for pupils with:

• Maps
• Videos
• Photo slideshows
• Lesson plans
• Classroom activities
• Activity sheets

Pupil Book 1&2

978-0-00-756358-6

£8.99

Teacher’s Book 3

978-0-00-756364-7

£19.99

Pupil Book 3

978-0-00-756359-3

£8.99

Teacher’s Book 4

978-0-00-756365-4

£19.99

Pupil Book 4

978-0-00-756360-9

£8.99

Teacher’s Book 5

978-0-00-756366-1

£19.99

Pupil Book 5

978-0-00-756361-6

£8.99

Teacher’s Book 6

978-0-00-756367-8

£19.99

Pupil Book 6

978-0-00-756362-3

£8.99

Resources DVD 1–2 978-0-00-756368-5

£50.00 + VAT

£19.99

Resources DVD 3–6 978-0-00-756369-2

£75.00 + VAT

Teacher’s Book 1&2 978-0-00-756363-0

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Geography

Atlases
Collins First Atlas

Age
4-7

Take children on a journey
• from
a local school through

•

maps of the UK, Europe
and the world
Introduce children to
geographical vocabulary
with simple maps and
labelling and help them
understand key concepts
such as shapes and symbols

Countries of the
World Wall Map

Collins First Atlas, second edition
978-0-00-810101-5 £5.99

Age
4-9

with your pupils through the continents
•	 Travel
with this rolled sheet map of the world, perfect

Collins First Atlas: Interactive Version (DVD)
978-0-00-811743-6 £50 + VAT

for the classroom
Countries of the World Wall Map
978-0-00-753613-9 £7.99

Collins Primary Atlas

Age
7-11

Provide an engaging
• introduction
to mapping

•
•

of the UK, Europe and
the world
Develop map-reading skills
and build understanding of
the meaning of scale and
measuring distances
Introduce pupils to facts
and diagrams about the
longest rivers, largest cities, highest
mountains, largest lakes and much more
Collins Primary World Atlas, fifth edition
978-0-00-814675-7

World in Maps

each creatively with
• Tthese
multi-topic

•

thematic atlases featuring
geography, history and
environmental studies
R
 einforce atlas skills
with maps, charts, data
and graded activities
World in Maps
978-0-00-752477-8 £7.99

£7.99

World in Maps Activities
978-0-00-756371-5 £39.99

Collins Junior Atlas

Expand and develop your pupils’ geographical knowledge in preparation for
• secondary
school
Teach your pupils about the world today with the latest facts, statistics,
• topic
maps, satellite imagery and photographs, plus ecological
footprint values in the country statistics

28

Age
6-11

Collins Junior Atlas		

978-0-00-752475-4 £8.99

Collins Junior Atlas NEW EDITION Feb 2017

978-0-00-820309-2 £8.99

Age
9-11

Age
5-11

Author: David Weatherly

Geography

Connected Geography

NEW

Connected Geography is a digital Teachers’ Professional Development Programme
providing a fully documented and resourced cross-curricular geography programme
that supports children to understand the world as it really is – connected and
independent.

• Written for teachers and carefully designed

to increase confidence and extend the
professional expertise of colleagues teaching
geography in a primary school

• Made up of 18 enquiries – 6 for Key Stage 1,

6 for Lower Key Stage 2, and 6 for Upper Key
Stage 2 – to ensure progression and continuity
of knowledge and understanding, geographical
skills and conceptual development through the
programme

Connected Geography Key Stage 1 (digital download)

• Provides teachers with the background content
knowledge they require and step by step
guidance through the enquiry process

• Offers a complete geography curriculum as

well as making meaningful links with other
subject disciplines – a truly geography focused
cross-curricular programme

• Fully meets the requirements of the national
curriculum for England

978-0-00-816787-5

£95.00

Connected Geography Key Stage 2 – Years 3 and 4 (digital download) 978-0-00-816785-1

£95.00

Connected Geography Key Stage 2 – Years 5 and 6 (digital download) 978-0-00-816788-2

£95.00

Connected Geography Key Stage 1 and 2 (digital download)

£250.00

www.collins.co.uk

978-0-00-816786-8

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Classroom Display

Classroom
display and more

Age
4-11

Belair books help teachers to develop excellent practice across the primary
curriculum. Each title offers a wealth of inspirational, expert advice and achievable,
classroom-tested ideas that you’ll use year after year.

Whole School Themes

Choosing a School Theme
A whole school theme can
be used to create a childfriendly and child-oriented
environment. Different areas
and sections of the school can
be joined together under one
idea. Within this, individual
classes can take on roles and
identities that add to the
overall theme. With a whole
school Jungle Theme each
class takes on the name of
an animal, for example, the
Lions or the Elephants. Open
spaces and communal areas
can take on identities of
their own which are linked
to the theme, such as the
Jungle Books Reading Zone
for the library, shown in the
photograph. As the theme
is extended throughout the
premises the children are
constantly reminded that
they are members of a whole
school community.

Whole School Themes

Theme Ideas
●

Ocean: focus on the various environments found
under the ocean, with classes adopting different
sea creatures as their symbols.

●

Space: use planets, space stations and space ships
to capture the children’s imagination.

●

Fairy tales: let the classes choose their favourite
fairy tale as their identity.

●

Airport: use aspects of an airport to rename
parts of the school. Classes could be different
gates, early years could be renamed Arrivals, and
Departures could be the new identity of the top
(leaving) class.

●

House system: more formal, but by creating a
house system within the school, children can be
encouraged to think about a new identity across
the age groups.

Cross-curricular Links
●

Speaking and listening: hold a school election to
choose the overall theme. Ask children to debate
their chosen theme and allow the school to vote
for a winner.

●

Literacy/ICT: research into the chosen theme and
produce a newsletter report that can be used to
help publicise the activities going on in school.

Starting Points
1.

Staff agree on a selection of themes that would be appropriate for the school.

2.

Share these ideas with the children and decide as a school which theme to adopt.

3.

Hold a ‘themed week’ to launch and introduce the new theme and have school-wide art sessions to establish
some of the initial visual aspects of the theme.

4.

Each class should choose an identity that links to the overall theme and possibly a class motto or song.

5.

Rename key areas around the school, such as ‘The Clearing’ for the hall, ‘Jungle Drums’ or ‘Jungle Beats’ for
the music room, and ‘The Watering-hole’ for the canteen.
6.

Extend the displays outwards from the classrooms
and communal areas into the corridors.

7.

Design a large mural featuring the class identities
and set it up in a prominent position in the
school.

8.

Make class symbols from collage materials, such
as the lion in the photograph.

9.

Display the collage symbols in a main area of
the school such as the reception to establish
immediate awareness of the theme.

●

●

PSHCE: for a jungle theme produce
‘Jungle Vines’ as shown here. Each
leaf carries a promise about how the
children are going to behave and
work hard to build a successful jungle.
These can be displayed in corridors to
enhance the overall effect.

●

Art: make masks to match each class’s
chosen identity. These can be used in
class assemblies and when representing
the school.

Drama/Music/PE: look at, and brainstorm the different
characteristics of each class symbol (animals in the jungle, for
example - how would they act, walk?). Use music to simulate
their movements or choose instruments to represent each symbol.
Create a school song or dance involving each class’s identity.

6

7

Sample pages from The Essential Guide to Primary Display

●

Packed with creative approaches to teaching
and learning, Belair’s unique support will
help you to teach brilliantly and make a real
difference in your classroom through your
subject leadership

●

Written by expert practitioners, skilled at
developing strong visual resources, who have
an infectious enthusiasm for creative teaching
practice, so you can be confident that the ideas
will work

●

30

Each book is richly illustrated with real
examples of children’s work to show
just what you and your pupils can achieve

●

Learn how to use display
as an integral teaching and
learning tool with Belair On
Display, resources which include full support
for accessing and extending topics
across the primary curriculum

●

Nurture early learning with a wealth of creative
and practical ideas for learning through play in
Belair Early Years, perfect to support the new
Early Years Foundation Stage
Please see the order form at
www.collins.co.uk/intcatalogues
for the full list of titles available

History and PSHE

Collins Primary
History

Age
4-11

Authors: John Corn, Kevin Jane, Tony D. Triggs and Priscilla Wood
Delve into a wide range of popular historical periods and topics with
resources that highlight change and development.
elp children discover what life was really like with
• Heye-catching
illustrations of everyday life
id understanding of how history influences today’s
• Asociety
using stimulating text and illustrations
pupils with enquiry-based activities that focus
• Conhallenge
specific aspects of the period
less able students with differentiated
• Support
writing-based tasks

Invaders

978-0-00-746401-2 £8.99

Victorians

978-0-00-746403-6 £8.99

Britain Since 1948

978-0-00-746400-5 £8.99

Aztecs

978-0-00-746399-2 £8.99

Tudors

978-0-00-746402-9 £8.99

Ancient Greece

978-0-00-746398-5 £8.99

Primary History

Age
7-11

Authors: Jill Honnywill, Dinah Starkey and Richard Worsnop
Engage your pupils with four key periods of world history with
these highly illustrated full-colour resources.
Ancient Greece

978-0-00-315451-1 £14.25

Ancient Egypt

978-0-00-315452-8 £14.25

Explorers 1450-1550

978-0-00-313812-2 £14.25

Invaders: The Anglo-Saxons and Vikings 978-0-00-313819-1 £14.50

Citizenship & PSHE

Age
4-11

Authors: Pat King, Deena Haydon and Christine Moorcroft
Cover the Citizenship curriculum using real-life starting points children can relate to.
Help your pupils to become informed, active, responsible citizens and provide them
with the skills they need to live confident, happy and independent lives

Teacher Guide A: All About Me (4-5)

978-0-00-743686-6

£10.99

Teacher Guide B: Ourselves (5–6)

978-0-00-743736-8

£10.99

Teacher Guide C: The Young Citizen (6–7)

978-0-00-743687-3

£10.99

Textbook 1 (7-8)

978-0-00-743690-3

£8.99

Textbook 2 (8-9)

978-0-00-743693-4

£8.99

Textbook 3 (9-10)

978-0-00-743684-2

£8.99

Textbook 4 (10-11)

978-0-00-743685-9

£8.99

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Spanish

¡A Volar!
Primary Spanish
An engaging 5-level primary course for Latin
American Spanish suitable for primary pupils
whose first language is English.

● All Pupil Books include an audio CD, featuring

specially-commissioned songs and audio for
listening and speaking exercises and pronunciation
of vocabulary
● Workbooks provide additional material for practice

and reinforcement. Carefully graded exercises allow
students to revisit and revise the core vocabulary
and language points of each unit

Foundation Level

978-0-00-814245-2

£5.99

Level 1

978-0-00-813628-4

£6.99

Level 2

978-0-00-813631-4

£6.99

Level 3

978-0-00-813634-5

£7.99

Level 4

978-0-00-813637-6

£7.99

TEACHER’S GUIDES
Foundation Level

978-0-00-814246-9

£9.99

● With step-by-step lesson plans, detailed notes, and

Level 1

978-0-00-813630-7

£9.99

suggestions for a variety of optional and extension
activities, teachers can be confident that they will
be fully prepared for each lesson with the Teacher’s
Guides

Level 2

978-0-00-813633-8

£9.99

Level 3

978-0-00-813636-9

£9.99

Level 4

978-0-00-813639-0

£9.99

Level 1

978-0-00-813629-1

£4.99

Level 2

978-0-00-813632-1

£4.99

Level 3

978-0-00-813635-2

£4.99

Level 4

978-0-00-813638-3

£4.99

● The Foundation Level Teacher’s Guide includes

photocopiable resources for pupils to use in class or
at home
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PUPIL BOOKS

WORKBOOKS

Revision and Practice

Make It Easy

Age
5-9

Fun Maths and English activities and quick tests fully prepare pupils
for tests with confidence.

Maths Age 5-6

978-1-84-419847-4

£4.99

Maths Age 6-7

978-1-84-419848-1

£4.99

Maths Age 7-8

978-1-84-419849-8

£4.99

Maths Age 8-9

978-1-84-419850-4

£4.99

English Age 5-6

978-1-84-419851-1

£4.99

English Age 6-7

978-1-84-419852-8

£4.99

English Age 7-8

978-1-84-419853-5

£4.99

English Age 8-9

978-1-84-419854-2

£4.99

KS1 & KS2
Revision Success

Age
5-11

n
iste u

L

Checking answers

p

Problem solving

Providing comprehensive test preparation for all, the Letts Revision Success
for Maths, English and Science mixes visual information, audio content and
hands-on activities for effective revision whatever a pupil’s learning style.

7

You can use subtraction to check addition sums.

Here are some different ways of showing multiplication and division
ion questions.
10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10

26 + 35 = 61
u can work out:
To check the answer is correct, you
61 – 35 = 26
or
61 – 26 = 35

10 × 5

=

50

=

2 × 10

=

20

12 ÷ 2

=

6

14 ÷ 2

=

7

10 × 6

=

60p
p

They share the sweets.
How many do they each get?

72 – 48 = 24
u can work out:
To check the answer is correct, you

What if they have 14 sweets?

24 + 48 = 72

Nia has six 10p coins.

You might be asked to find a missing number in a question.
Think carefully about the order in which to write the two numbers.
Do you need to add or subtract them?

How much money does she have?

45 + __ = 87

73 – __ = 27

__ × 5 = 35

73 – 27 = 46

35 ÷ 5 = 7

20 ÷ 10 = 2

7 × 5 = 35

20 ÷ 2 = 10

Playing games
and doing puzzles are
a good way to learn.

Remember:
• All even numbers can be divided by 2.
• Numbers ending in 5 or 0 can be divided by 5.
• Numbers ending in 0 can be divided by 10.

Example question: Find the missing numbers:
20 ÷ __ = 10

Try this puzzle: Pick four
one-digit numbers. How

Parent
tip! many even numbers

Answers:
87 – 45 = 42

can you make?

Now check your answers.
45 + 42 = 87

73 – 46 = 27

Have
a go!

Encourage your child to
check their answers using

Parent
tip!

another kind of calculation,
e.g. subtraction for

Make sure you know which
numbers are even and
which are odd.
Check to see which
unit digits make a
number odd and which
When you are in the
supermarket, have a
look at the numbers

addition sums.

1

a. 56 + __ = 83
b. 70 – __ = 62

lf
yourse

c. 4 + __ + 3 = 15

2

Sort these numbers into odd
numbers and even numbers.
15

28
70

3

93
81

36
52

Write a calculation for these
drawings:
a.

b.

Calculations | Problem solving

Calculations | Problem solving

98139_P014_021.indd 18

s
Test

make a number even.

on the aisles. Are they
even or odd?

18

=

Shareen and Sam have 12 sweets.

You can also use addition to check subtraction
ubtraction questions.

Missing number problems
ems

Calculations

Different ways of showing questions

13/03/2015 12:30
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Sample pages from Letts KS1 Success Revision Guide

Download more sample pages at
lettsrevision.co.uk/ks1
lettsrevision.co.uk/ks2

www.collins.co.uk

Letts Revision Success is available for English,
Maths and Science at KS1 and KS2, and for
Phonics KS1. Please see the order form at
www.collins.co.uk/intcatalogues for a
complete title listing and pricing information.
collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Letts Wild About

NEW

Age
3–11

Children will go Wild About learning using these fun activity books
covering Maths and English topics.
Packed with amazing facts about weird and wonderful animals, children can improve
their maths and English skills and explore the natural world along the way.
●

Appealing learning approach for budding young explorers keen to
discover their world

●

Accessible and practical activities which support everything your
child has learnt at school

NEW Writing Age 3-5

978-1-84-419877-1

£3.99

NEW Phonics Age 3-5

978-1-84-419878-8

£3.99

NEW Numbers Age 3-5

978-1-84-419879-5

£3.99

NEW Counting Age 3-5

978-1-84-419880-1

£3.99

NEW Alphabet Age 3-5

978-1-84-419876-4

£3.99

NEW Times Tables Age 5-7

978-1-84-419883-2

£3.99

NEW Reading Comprehension Age 5-7

978-1-84-419889-4

£3.99

NEW Grammar and Punctuation Age 5-7

978-1-84-419886-3

£3.99

NEW Phonics and Spelling Age 5-7

978-1-84-419887-0

£3.99

NEW Maths Age 6-7

978-1-84-419882-5

£3.99

NEW Maths Age 5-6

978-1-84-419881-8

£3.99

NEW Handwriting Age 5-7

978-1-84-419888-7

£3.99

NEW Fractions Age 5-7

978-1-84-419885-6

£3.99

NEW Addition and Subtraction Age 5-7

978-1-84-419884-9

£3.99

Pre fixe s dis
an d mis
w il D FACT

Task 2

The prefixes
dis and mis usually
give the root word
a negative or
opposite meaning.

obey
interpret

When
Wh

naturalists first saw
pictures of the platypus,

disobey
misinterpret

There are no rules about
these prefixes: you just
have to learn them!

they thought it
was a hoax
because it looked

Add either dis or mis to the following words to complete
the sentences below.
agree

similar

advantage

heard

a The platypus’s bill is not

to a duck’s.

b I wouldn’t

that the platypus is an

unusual-looking mammal.
c When the platypus gave a low-pitched growl, I thought I’d
.

w il D FACT

d On land, the platypus is at a
due to its short, heavy legs.

The platypus

so odd!

has a tail like a

Task 3

Fact File

Animal:
Habitat:

Platypus

Freshwater lakes
and
streams; burro
ws
above water level
Weight: Up
to 1.4 kg
Lifespan: Up
to 17 years
Diet:
Insects, larvae,
shellfish and worm

s

Task 1

beaver, a bill like a duck,

Write down the words that start
with the prefix dis or mis that these
definitions are describing.

feet like an otter and it lays
eggs! The male even has a
venomous spur on its back

a Not faithful or loyal:

foot. If disturbed, they will
utter a low growl.

b Spell incorrectly:
c Not honourable:
d Not connected:
e Bad luck:

Add either the prefix dis
or mis to these words.

a appoint
b understand
c honest
d connect
e fortune

10

Exploring Further …
Circle eight words in the
word-search that start
with the prefixes mis
or dis.

R

A

D

C

D

B

X

L

W

W

Q

E

Y

I

V

A

I

E

W

A

K

F

D

S

A

E

A
U

V

P

A

C

I

E

C

H

L

P

S

H

N

T
S

T
S

N

D

E

P

S

Q

Y

O

E

T

A

W

D

V

B

G

U

S

A

E

I

O

I

R

I

B

O

S

I

D

M

S

P

L

A

C

E

I

I

I

R

M

U

U

U

Q

M

S

Y

E

T

M

M

I

S

Now burrow to pages 44 – 45 to record what you have
learned in your explorer’s logbook.

11

Sample pages from Wild About Spelling Age 7–9

For a full list of available titles and pricing, please see the
order form at www.collins.co.uk/intcatalogues
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Age
5-11

learning tasks that build critical literacy skills

all the elements of the Primary Literacy Framework with
• Cthisovereasy-to-use
course, including comprehension, grammar,
creative writing, study skills and more
 se with the whole class, small groups or individuals, this flexible
• Uup-to-date
approach is ideal for both extension and reinforcement

Collins English Skills – Book 1

978-0-00-743718-4 £8.99

Collins English Skills – Book 2

978-0-00-743719-1 £8.99

Revision and Practice

Collins English Skills
• P rovide progressive, sustainable development in these key areas with activities and

Collins English Skills – Book 3 978-0-00-743720-7 £8.99
Collins English Skills – Book 4 978-0-00-743721-4 £8.99
Collins English Skills – Book 5 978-0-00-743722-1 £8.99

Answers available to download
at www.collins.co.uk

Collins English Skills – Book 6 978-0-00-743723-8 £8.99

Collins Easy Learning

Age
3-11

New editions of the bestselling series give children a real sense of achievement with
fun activities that boost confidence in specific skills.
●

G
 ive 3–11 year-olds a head start with practice skills books that help develop key
literacy skills through lots of fun activities

●

Boost children’s confidence and enjoyment with games, clear
explanations, tips and answers to check understanding
Counting quarters

3 These jellies will be cut into quarters. Each quarter of a jelly needs
one bowl to go in. How many bowls are needed?

We know that quarters are one whole shared into four equal parts.
One of these equal parts is one-quarter.

bowls

If you start with more than one whole, you can have more than
four-quarters. For example, 2 pizzas cut into quarters give 8 quarters.

4 We can use a number sequence to count in quarters. We add or take
away a quarter to get the next number in the sequence.
Like this:
+

1
4

1

1 Write how many quarters of sandwich there are in each picture.

+

1
4

1
1
4

+

1
4

+

2
1
4

1
4

3
1
4

+

1
4

2

2

1
4

Complete these number sequences.
+

1
4

3

3
+

8

1
4

1
4

–

2 These glasses of orange juice are marked in quarters.
Write as a fraction how much juice is in each glass.

+

6

1
4

1
4

3
+

8

8
–

5

1
4

2
4

1
4
3
4

1
4

+

1
4

–

1
4

3
4

1
4

5

+
2
4

2
4

To see how your child understands fractions, you can draw a line, with 0 at one end and 1 at the other. Ask them to
mark on where

16

34440_P002_032_IBC.indd 16

1 2
3
, and would be. They should be the same distance apart.
4 4
4

17

30/03/2015 11:21

34440_P002_032.indd 17

27/03/2015 12:49

Sample pages from Fractions Ages 5–7

Collins Easy Learning is available for a variety of English and Maths related subjects, for
Age Groups 3–5, 5–7, 7–11 and KS1 and KS2. For a full list of available titles and pricing, please
see the order form at www.collins.co.uk/intcatalogues.
www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Collins KS1 & KS2
Revision and Practice

Age
5–11

When it comes to getting the best results, practice
really does make perfect!
Matched to the requirements of the national curriculum for England,
the new Collins Revision and Practice range contains clear and
accessible explanations of every topic with lots of practice opportunities
throughout. Based on new research that proves repeated practice is more
effective than repeated study, the books are guaranteed to help improve
performance in tests and assessments.
●

Five spaced practice opportunities for every topic

●

Quick tests to check understanding

●

Differentiated practice questions at the end of each topic

●

Review and mixed practice questions later in the book

●

Downloadable flash cards for use in the classroom and
at home
Statistics

Block graphs show information using a number scale.
They are better at showing larger amounts.
Look at the graph about snails. If you use the
number scale at the side, you can see how many
snails were found. The scale counts in lots of five.

A pictogram is a way of showing information
using pictures.

If you count the bunches of grapes, there are four.
So four children brought grapes.

Key Point

5

The category
with the biggest
number is the
most popular. The
category with the
smallest number is
the least popular.

0

A vertical mark shows one
object up to four objects.
The fifth object is marked by
a diagonal line. So this tally
shows 8.

Tally Charts
A tally chart is used to show data.
A tally chart counts in lots of five.

Example

Grey

There is one tally of five and
four lines, so the total is 9.

total number

There is one tally of
five and one line, so
the total is 6.

Orange

Brown

Quick Test

Test Your Skills

Test Your Skills
1. Use the block graph above to answer these questions.
a) What was the most common snail?
b) What was the total of grey and white snails?
c) Fill in this tally chart to represent the information
shown in the block graph.

Key Point

There are two tallies of
five and two lines, so the
total is 12.

White

A tally chart counts
in lots of five.

Mixed Questions

Mixed Questions

Coloured snail
Grey
White
Orange
Brown

PS

Tally

a)

•
•
•
•

There are two tallies of
five, so the total is 10.

d

56

Sample pages from Collins KS1 Revision and Practice
Maths Revision Guide

x

b)

Information
Tally chart
Block graph
Scale

25
89

35

40

1 mark

79

6

29
12

14

18

a) Face letter a and make an anti-clockwise quarter turn.
Which letter do you see?

1 mark

Which letter are you now facing?

1 mark

c) What fraction of the circle is shaded?

a) 19

56

b) 27

27

c) 35

14

d) 99

143

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

PS 9 Look at the pictogram.
1 mark

b) Face letter c and make a half turn clockwise.

It shows the snacks
that some children
brought to school.

Key:

= 1 child
brought
an apple

1 mark

A

B

C

Apples

6 Tick the 3-D shape that does not belong to the group.

D

a) How many children brought strawberries?
b) There are
1 mark

more oranges than apples.

c) What was the favourite snack?
d) How many snacks were brought altogether?

64

Collins Revision and Practice is available for Maths and English at KS1 and KS2. For a full list of
available titles and pricing, please see the order form at www.collins.co.uk/intcatalogues.

36

1 mark

8 Use the symbol <, > or = to compare the value of these numbers.

c

Download your free sample pages at
collins.co.uk/collinsks1revision and
collins.co.uk/collinsks2revision

99

c)

57

b

15

1 mark

Pictogram
PS 5 Look at the circle. Imagine• you
are standing on X.

a

Problem-solving questions

7 Fill in the missing numbers.

Key Words

1, 2, 3, 3, 1, 2

PS

Problem-solving questions

4 Complete this number pattern:

Grapes

Grapes

Apples

10

Oranges

How many children
brought grapes?

See the order form at
www.collins.co.uk/intcatalogues
for more details!

The scale tells you that 20
grey snails, 15 white snails,
10 orange snails and 25
brown snails were found.

20
15

Strawberries

The pictogram shows that
three children brought an
apple, because there are
three apples.

25

Strawberries

Look at this pictogram. It
shows information about
snacks brought into school.

30

= 1 child brought
an apple

Oranges

Key:

NEW for January 2017:
SATs Targeted Practice Workbooks
for KS1 and KS2 English and Maths

Example

What is a Pictogram?
Example

Revise

Block Graphs

Pictograms, Charts and Graphs

• Interpret and construct simple pictograms, tally charts
and block diagrams
• Answer simple questions by counting the number of
objects in each category and sorting them by quantity

NEW in this series:
KS2 SATs Question Books

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

65

NEW

Keen Kite publishes easy-to-use classroom resources that are
developed with teachers for teachers.

Age
5-11

Revision and Practice

Introducing
our friends at

Keen Kite talk to Primary teachers all the time and ask what you need. This means their
resources focus on the specific concerns and key challenges facing teachers right now.

Ready,
Steady,
Practise!

A–Z of
Grammar
and Maths
Vocabulary

Progressively more
challenging questions
to help pupils get to
grips with key English
and Maths skills.
Ideal for booster or
intervention groups.

Everyday
Problem
Solving &
Reasoning
Promote mastery for
all by adding 11 key
problem solving and
reasoning strategies
to your existing maths
lessons.

Teacher survival
guides with simple
explanations and
examples ordered
alphabetically for
easy reference.

Fill Grammar
Gaps
Relevant texts, fresh
ideas and engaging
interactive activities
for teaching the
trickiest grammar
topics in context.

Find out more at www.keenkite.co.uk
Developed with teachers for teachers

www.collins.co.uk

collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk
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Music

We are delighted to welcome
A&C Black to Collins.
The A&C Black Music catalogue is packed with exciting and
creative resources for teachers, children and all developing
musicians.

Take a look at the award-winning Music Express
Online, at www.musicexpress.co.uk – where you
will find everything you need to deliver curriculum
music week by week. This successful series has
won a GOLD Primary Teacher’s award as well
as being finalist in four further awards. Music
Express, both through the books and online,
continues to be an invaluable resource for all
teachers delivering curriculum music.
The ever-popular Abracadabra series is
expanding further to include Abracadabra
Beginning Theory, providing a great introduction

to reading and writing music. We are excited to
bring you Inspire Your Choir, by the exceptional
Mark De-Lisser and Dominic Peckham. This is an
essential dip-in book for anyone who wants to
start a choir or improve their established group.
And last but not least, have a look at Everybody
Sing! – collections of incredibly catchy songs,
which embed knowledge about history and
science, and gets children enjoying singing in
French, German, Polish, Hindi and more! And don’t
forget Singing Out! – 12 great songs in a pop style
to teach SMSC, RE and PSHE topics.

Find out all about A&C Black Music and
download the full catalogue at
www.collins.co.uk/music – happy music making!
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What next?

i

For more information or to place an order
If you have any questions, want to find out more
or would like to place an order, please contact your
local representative – details on the back cover

Order a sample copy
Request free sample copies from your local
representative or email
collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk

Keep in touch
Sign up for emails to receive tips, offers and
more at www.collins.co.uk/register
Follow us on Twitter @freedomtoteach

Collins is proud to be associated with many esteemed
professional bodies around the world.

L A H C
Sharing expertise for school improvement
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We’re here to help
To place an order or for any
queries, contact:
Collins

HarperCollins Publishers
Westerhill Road
Bishopbriggs
Glasgow G64 2QT
Tel: +44 141 306 3484
Fax: +44 141 306 3750
Email: collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk

Our International Team are
happy to help, please contact:
MIDDLE EAST & ASIA (Maldives, Pakistan, Sri
Lanka)
SYED SHAH
Tel: +971 (0) 50 950 1027
Email: syed.shah@harpercollins.co.uk
THOMAS WILTSHIRE
Tel: +971 56 464 2879
Email: thomas.wiltshire@harpercollins.co.uk

Or contact one of our distributors:
AFRICA
COTE D’IVOIRE
EPP Book Service
Tel: +233 21 78 48 49
Email: gibrine.adam@
eppbooksglobal.com
KENYA
Educate Yourself
Tel: +254 374 6280
Email: info@eysltd.biz
MAURITIUS
Editions Le Printemps
Tel: +230 696 1017
Email: elp@intnet.mu
NIGERIA (Primary)
Chelis Bookazine
Tel: +234 81 5285 4860
Email: orders@chelisbookazine.com
or tina@chelisbookazine.com
RWANDA
Librarie Ikirezi
Tel: +250 252 571 314
Email: Info@ikirezi.biz

JAMES BOURN
Tel: +971 56 114 8983
Email: james.bourn@harpercollins.co.uk

SOUTH AFRICA, BOTSWANA,
NAMIBIA, LESOTHO & SWAZILAND
Jonathan Ball Publishers
Tel: +27 11 601 8000
Email: education@jonathanball.co.za

ANAS KHORMA
Tel: +971 4 341 6466
Mobile: +971 (0) 56 4559100
Email: anas.khorma@harpercollins.co.uk

UGANDA
The Planet Book Centre Ltd
Tel: +256 41 423 1626
Email: m.mutumba@infocom.co.ug

EUROPE
MICHELLE CRESSWELL
Tel: +44 (0) 7557 188449
Email: michelle.cresswell@harpercollins.co.uk

ZIMBABWE AND ZAMBIA
Schoolbooks 4 Africa
Tel: +263 774 358 377
Email: arj@schoolbooks4africa.com

LATIN AMERICA & ASIA (North)
DAVID WRIGHT
Tel: +44 (0) 7557 188047
Email: david.wright@harpercollins.co.uk

ASIA
CHINA
HarperCollins China
Tel: +86 10 5877 1601
Email: wendy.wu@harpercollins.
co.uk

ASIA (China)
WENDY WU
Tel: +86 10 5877 1601
Email: wendy.wu@harpercollins.co.uk
ASIA (Southeast)
TRACY DIGNAN
Tel: +65 9233 4653
Email: tracy.dignan@harpercollins.co.uk
AFRICA & CARIBBEAN
TOM CANE
Tel: +44 (0) 755 718 8350
Email: tom.cane@harpercollins.co.uk
LOUISA HADFIELD
Tel: +44 (0) 7557 188371
Email: louisa.hadfield@harpercollins.co.uk
FOR OTHER AREAS
ROB THOMPSON
Tel: +44 (0) 7825 116 419
Email: rob.thompson@harpercollins.co.uk

HONG KONG
Transglobal Publishers Services Ltd
Tel: +852 2413 5322
Email: Anthony.choy@transglobalpsl.
com
INDIA
Collins India
Parvesh Mathur
Tel: +91 9910 704 892
Email:
parvesh.mathur@harpercollins.co.uk
JAPAN
Tim Burland
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Publishers Marketing Associates
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Email: sbs@sbs.com.pe
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Trafalgar Square Publishing from
Independent Publishers Group
Tel: +312 337 0747
Email: orders@ipgbook.com
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EQ Opciones en Educacion
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Email: opciones@adinet.com.uy
CARIBBEAN
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